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this tool is used to create a windows bootable usb. this is a bootable usb that can be used to repair
your windows system. if you have created a windows repair disc, this software can also be used to

create linux bootable usb. wintousb is a powerful windows to usb creator for windows operating
system. a standalone application, wintousb doesn't require any other third-party applications to work
and is compatible with windows xp/vista/7/8/8.1/10 and a range of linux operating systems including

ubuntu, fedora, mint, arch linux, opensuse, and more. additionally, wintousb can even be used to
create windows installation media, enabling you to make bootable windows installation media on

multiple windows versions. if you are looking for a straightforward and easy way to create bootable
usb drive from iso files, you might want to consider wintousb. wintousb is a powerful windows to usb
creator for windows operating system. a standalone application, wintousb doesn't require any other
third-party applications to work and is compatible with windows xp/vista/7/8/8.1/10 and a range of

linux operating systems including ubuntu, fedora, mint, arch linux, opensuse, and more. additionally,
wintousb can even be used to create windows installation media, enabling you to make bootable
windows installation media on multiple windows versions. easy2boot is a windows to usb creator,

which can be used to create windows to usb flash drive with various windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 and linux
iso images. it supports all windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10, linux and other operating system iso images. the

program makes bootable usb flash drive easy and fast, and it is easy to use. it also supports windows
7, 8, 8.
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sardu multiboot is one of the simplest and
fastest way to format and burn multiple os into

usb drive. you just need to pick the iso from
your hard drive and launch the tool. sardu

multiboot is easy to use and easy to learn. you
can get rid of the hassle of purchasing physical

media and also you can get a different
operating system from a reliable place. sardu

multiboot is very good, simple to use. just copy
any bootable iso or imgptn file to respective

folder and boot. tried other multiboot usb
creators, but i liked this one. using since last 3-4

years and no problem whatsoever. updating
easy2boot or bootable isos is also very simple.
try it, you will love it. when we need to rescue a
system, many of us try the winpe recovery cd

first, but that doesn't work for everyone
because some of the users don't have a product
key. but if you don't have a product key, there is
a solution. why not use a pen drive and rescue
the data from the device? in this case, we can

use a multiboot usb pen drive. i am sure you will
know if your drivers are working properly, but if
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you're having problems with your device, you
can also use a multiboot usb. the solution is

very easy: just download a demo version of your
computer software on a multiboot usb and start

the software. at that point, the computer will
look like it's running normally. only in fact, the
software is running on your usb drive, not on

your computer! this way, you can try to explore
and repair your computer and data with any
software you like. few of us want to take the

time to read all the instructions in the source to
figure out what we need to do. but instead of

reading them, lets just make the multiboot usb.
all we need are winusb, linux live cd and a

virtual machine. my ubuntu 12.04 live cd has
been downloaded and the media is ready.
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